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Rixar realized

About
Taxi Oviedo.



In 2002 Rixar bought the web domain, 
occupying a space that was unoccupied in the 
taxi services and, in 2003, registered it, 
beginning its presence on the Internet. It 
started offering a personalized service of trips 
to and from the airport, being able to focus its 
offer and expanding its clientele. As a result, 
since 2006, between 60 and 80% of its 
customers who travel to the airport hire its 
services from its website >

Processes involved
in digital 
transformation and 
results.



The creation of a profile on Twitter has
managed to increase the reach of its business,
reaching a larger number of customers and
generating a direct impact on its business, with
more than 12,000 followers. It becomes the
first taxi in the world to be hired through
Twitter. As it is a social network, it is free, so it
gets a greater benefit, and the only cost is the
time to manage it.

Creation of a profile on
Twitter.

Getting online presence is not easy, so Rixar
decided to hire a Google Adwords campaign,
however, this was expensive and did not bring
him as many benefits as he expected. Later, he
decided to try to get online presence using
social networks >

Start with Google Adwords
to get online presence and 
move to social media.

In order to offer the best possible service,
Rixar gives great importance to know the
opinions of its customers, to better adapt to
their needs, which provides a very relevant
knowledge and allows Rixar to improve its
services. >

Active listening to 
customer’s feedback.



Rixar incorporates new payment methods so
customers can have different payment
possibilities. It includes services such as
payment by Paypal, TPV, payment by bitcoin,
payment by NFC, sending a link via WhatsApp
to facilitate payment, etc.. With this it is able to
adjust to the needs of customers by offering
them a personalized payment service without
any barriers >

Incorporation of new 
payment methods.

Creation of a corporate email account to
facilitate contact with people interested in the
services offered, adding a new form of
communication with customers in his business.

Creation of a corporate email.

In order to improve the customer experience
during the trip, Rixar acquired a portable
device to make check-in at the airport as
comfortable as possible. It also acquired a
printer to print client’s boarding passes.

Provision of a laptop in the
taxi.

Creation of a blog in which he publishes
experiences he has had throughout his
profession and special services offered. With
this he manages to give visibility to his services
and experiences for those interested, increasing
in this way also his online presence.

Blog release: 
taxioviedo.blogspot.com.

Installation of free wifi for customers who
need to use the internet in any of the rides
they make in the taxi. This provides a
differentiation from other taxis and an
improvement in the performance of digital
services Taxi Oviedo.

Wifi installation in the taxi.



Outsourcing It offers the possibility of sending
invoices digitally to customers and ensuring a
correct flow of information.

Online billing by Facturagem.

The integration of QR codes in the taxi allows its
customers to scan them to gain access to
services such as wifi access, without the need to
enter a username and password >

QR Code.

Integration of a mobile APP in the business to
make it easier for users to request services
through a different sales channel. Thanks to this
new digital channel, it manages to expand the
scope of the business, reaching a larger number
of customers.

Own mobile app.

Rixar’s taxi is an example of how a traditional business can improve with a transformation process
and taking a chance on social networks.




